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Abstract
This paper concentrates on the size of mango fruit. Mangoes grading by humans in current agricultural industry are
subjective, inconsistent and inefficient because there is an individual difference in visual inspecting which is
affected by environment, physical and psychological conditions. In this paper, fuzzy logic is used to create a novel
grading method. A membership function and fuzzy rules are generated from training instances based on minimum
entropy formulas. Computer and Red Green and Blue (RGB) fiber optic sensor are used to examine and clarify
data corresponding to human judgment and intelligence. A total of 77.78% of accuracy is achevied under the
proposed method which capable of differentiating three different grades of mango. This paper offers a competent
practice and capable to be applied to improve and standardize the current mango fruit grading system.
Keywords: classification, fuzzy logic, mango grading, RGB fiber optic sensor
1. Introduction
Mango fruit (Mangifera Indica) is native to South Asia. Thailand is the main producer of the mangoes in South
East Asia with production of 2.55 million tonnes in 2010-11 (Statistical Division, FAO, 2013). Other than
Thailand, there are also other countries that are supplying mangoes to the world such as Indonesia, Australia and
Philippines. According to Department of Statistics Malaysia, production of mango in Malaysia in 2011 is 21,021.5
tonnes with an estimation value of 111 million ringgit (Fruit Crops Statistic, Department of Agriculture Peninsular
Malaysia, 2011). Mango is a tropical fruit that has high demand every year and also gets a good price in the world
market. It is important to select the fruit with the right degree of maturation in order to ensure the supply of
high-quality fruits.
Over the past 20 years, fruit categorizations in agriculture industry have rapidly changed from traditional human
grading system to automated grading system. In order to improve agriculture sector, implementation of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) was proposed and the idea of using ICT in agriculture sector
initiates the development of an automated grading system (Mustafa et al., 2009). Several features such as size,
appearance and flavor are the key indicators to determine the grade or quality of the agriculture products. In
agriculture industry, many companies are using automated grading technique in fruits such as peaches and oranges
(Blasco et al., 2007). Other fruit such as apple also using automated grading technique (Kavdir & Guyer, 2003).
Different fruits have their different attributes to be considered when they go through the grading process. Size,
color, stem location and detection of external blemishes are the chosen characteristics for oranges, peaches and
apples (Blasco et al., 2003). Size, color and shape have been considered in the grading process of tomato (Jahns et
al., 2001) and strawberry (Liming & Yanchao, 2010).
In Malaysia, the present mango grading process is by using the human expert to grade mangoes. Human expert
means that the grading process is done by eyes and hands of the experts. This method creates some disadvantages
such as lack of objectivity, accuracy and efficiency. In this study, we applied fuzzy technique in order to determine
the size of the mangoes based on RGB digital fiberoptic sensor and hence graded them accordingly.
2. Materials and Methods
This proposed grading system relies on the sizes of the mangoes. Thus, size measurement plays a vital position in
creating this grading system. There are seven processing level involved in this study. The flow of each processing
level is summarized in Figure 1.
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Figgure 1. The flow
wchart of proccessing level
A.

Sampple Preparationn

The type oof mangoes beiing used in thiss study is Chokkanan. They arre collected froom Tobiar Golld Mango Farm
m and
graded by experts immeddiately after thhe mangoes colllected. 150 m
mangoes are useed in order to ccarry out this study.
B.

Colorr Calibration

In order too fulfill the objective in obtainning the sizes of the mangoees by using the RGB fiberopttic sensor, red color
calibrationn is used. One scale
s
of color ((red) acts as a ccolor referencee that can give the RGB sensoor value that will
w be
used in thee next step.

Figure 2. HSL referennce chart and ccolor calibratioon
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Figure 3. RG
GB fiberoptic sensor
C.

Data Acquisition

An adjustable bbox is used in order to obtain the
Length, width and heighht for each of tthe mangoes arre measured. A
ment. In that particular
p
adjustable box, there is a ruuler to measuure the manggo fruit. Once
e the
measurem
measurem
ments are obtainned, the sensorr that uses onlyy red color willl be pointed oout at the colorr scale based on the
measurem
ments obtained in
i centimeters. This process also known ass calibration prrocess.

Dimension of M
Mango
Figure 4. D
D.

Calcuulation of Intennsity of Data

The intenssity of data is the value obtaained from thee RGB sensorr. The red senssor of RGB iss pointed out at
a the
adjustable box. Once thee red sensor is being pointed out at the adjuustable box, thhere is a given vvalue that indicates
the intensiity of the data.
E.

Deterrmination of Maximum,
M
Minimum and Meaan Values

Maximum
m, minimum annd mean valuess are identifiedd for each sizee of the mangoo in order to crreate a membership
functions ffor each categoory of mango. Using a minim
mum entropy formulation, m
membership fuunctions are cre
eated
for each caategory which is small, mediium and large. Membership ffunctions mustt be created beccause it showe
ed the
overlappinng of the size of
o the mango fr
from the differeent categories..
F.

Consstruct Membersship Function and Rule Generation

Minimum entropy form
mulation is useed to obtain thhe membershipp function in grading the m
mangoes. From
m the
membershhip function obbtained, rules oof inference weere created.
G.

Gradding

Size is the most commonn feature of thee post-harvest ffruit handling nowadays. In tthis study, manngoes are grad
ded in
terms of siize. If the size is
i large, then thhe mango is grraded as Gradee A. Next, if thhe size is mediuum, then the mango
m
is in Gradee B. Finally, iff the mango is ssmall, then thee mango is in G
Grade C. Fuzzyy logic is impleemented in ord
der to
classify the mangoes intoo Grade A, Graade B and Graade C categoriees. Fuzzy logicc is chosen beccause it offers a fine
approach w
when come too handle subjective criteria w
which often hhappen in gradding process. IIn current scen
nario,
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mango graading is comppleted by usinng human exppert which is totally based on the experrience. In order to
standardizze the grading process,
p
an im
mprovement moodel needs to bbe introduced.
There are tthree inputs (L
Length, Width and Height) annd one output ((Size) in the grrading system as shown in Figure
5. 27 ruless are formed too categorize thee mango gradee.

F
Figure 5. The fuzzy inferencce system

Figurre 6. Membersship function oof length input

Figuure 7. Membersship function oof width input
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Figurre 8. Membershhip function of height input.

Figuure 9. Membersship function oof size output
m the combinattion of membeership functionns of length, width
w
Figure 9 is the memberrship function resulted from
and heightt as shown in Figure 6, Figgure 7 and Figgure 8 respectiively. All of thhese membership functions were
used to deevelop rules off inference. Alll together theere are 27 rules statements hhave been prodduced by the fuzzy
f
sets to classsify the manggo’s category. E
Examples of thhe rules are illuustrated as folllows:
Table 1. Fuuzzy Sets Rulees for Classificcation
Rule 3

Rule 8

R
Rule 13

Ruule 18

If Length is smaall

Length is small
If L

If Lenggth is medium

If Lengtth is medium

Annd Width is small

Andd Width is largee

And Wiidth is medium
m

And Wiidth is large

Annd Height is larrge

And H
Height is mediuum

And H
Height is small

And Heeight is large

Thhen Size is smaall

Then Size is medium
m

Then S
Size is medium
m

Then S
Size is large

3. Results and Discussion
The develooped mango grading
g
system
m is able to cateegorize the maango into diffeerent grades. Inn order to esta
ablish
an approprriate range of RGB
R
value forr each grade, thhe mean valuee of each gradee is calculated and compared with
the RGB vvalues.
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Table 2. M
Measurement off mango size
Size

Range

Small

x < 300

Medium

3000 ≤ x ≤ 500

Large

x > 500

ed on
Table 2 shhows the outpuut of the gradinng sizes of manngo. In this stuudy, classificatiion of the manngo size is base
on in
the table aabove. The rannge stated in tthe Table 2 waas the intensitty value shownn in the membbership functio
Figure 9.
A case of m
misclassificatiion of mango bby human gradder is given in Figure 10. Thhe mango is claassified as medium
(Grade B)) by human grader
g
but the grading proggram classifiedd it as large ggrade (Grade A). This dilemma
happens beecause the sizees (length, widdth and height)) of the mangoo lie between m
medium and laarge categories. The
value of leength lies in the
t range of laarge category whereas the vvalues of widtth and height lie in the rang
ge of
medium caategory and leaad to the miscllassification.

Figure 100. The misclasssification resullt from rule vieewer
An improvved range forr each measurement (lengthh, width and hheight) needs to be achieveed with the aim of
improvingg the grading syystem perform
mance. An addiitional feature such as color that fit in betw
ween the categ
gories
need to be added in ordeer to obtained bbetter system pperformance.
The resultss obtained usinng RGB sensoor and memberrship functionss are comparedd to the humann graders in terrm of
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accuracy. It is clear that fuzzy logic grading system has overcome traditional human grading system in term of
accuracy and efficiency in grading the mango because the proposed system accomplished a 77.78% of accuracy
in all three categories.
4. Conclusion
This research has established that by implementing fuzzy logic together with several computer software and
minimum entropy formulas, the accuracy of mango grading is high. This technique begins with taking the data of
mango and inserting them into the program and fuzzy logic technique was implemented in grading process. The
mango is categorized based on the RGB intensity values.
The main objective of this project in designing fuzzy logic is the determination of membership function in order
to classify and to grade mango fruits. From the membership function, the range of size for mango fruits was
obtained. In this study, an inductive reasoning method in designing fuzzy membership functions was used. This
approach is based on minimizing entropy function which is partitioning a threshold line between three variables
of data: length, width and height of mango fruit. The results show membership functions obtained are shaped
from the threshold. On the other hand, this project also applied the IF-THEN Rules and Mamdani Implication to
investigate the relationships which exist between the variables.
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